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Abstract:

The North is no longer as immobile and sedimented as before. It does
not just mark something local and extremely peripheral but has turned
into an increasingly legitimate marker of Europeanness in the form of
the EU's Northern Dimension Initiative. The marker is not just used to
frame some space in the margins of the European configuration; it is
also used as an umbrella in co-ordinating the relationships between
specific regional formations such as Nordic, Baltic, Barents and Arctic
co-operation. This added centrality of the North raises a host of
questions about the unfolding of political space in the northern part of
Europe. Our aim here is to tackle some of them by exploring in
particular the encounter that is now unfolding between the new North
and the more traditional Norden, two configurations that to some extent
compete for the same space. Essential relationships are being re-
negotiated, this enforcing various actors to choose between different
representational frames, each with their own specific identities and
spatial coverage. Above all, we seek to provide the encounter with a
temporal background in viewing both of them as discursive constructs
that are condusive to change.
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Introduction

The northern part of Europe has been quick to capitalize on the new
openness of the post-Cold War years. Numerous region-building
projects have been instigated across the previous East-West divide,
and borders appear to have become rather malleable. Indeed, one
could say that over the last few years, the region has turned into a
veritable laboratory of spatial politics.(1) One of the moves challenging
long-established constellations and markers of political space consists
of the Northern Dimension Initiative (NDI), launched by Finland in 1997
and subsequently approved by the European Union. Integral to the NDI
has been talk of a new northern Europe comprising not only the Nordic
countries but also the Baltic States and north-west Russia as well as
parts of Germany and Poland. The resulting tension between the new
northernness and more traditional markers (West, East, but more
especially Nordic) brings forth a host of questions to be sorted out both
conceptually and concretely in terms of spatial practices.
Looking at today’s northern Europe, it also appears that the influence
of the traditional logic of Realpolitik – involving divisive, statist borders
clearly indicating who is ‘inside‘ and who is ‘outside’ – has declined in
importance. The categories of ‘us‘ and ‘them‘ are no longer as strictly
separated from each other as they used to be, and it may also be
observed that the needs of the former do not automatically take priority
over the latter. Such a hierarchy has now become far less distinct, as
exemplified by an increasing number of trans-border projects or the
fact that the Finnish-Russian border has turned into an EU-border
where various freedoms are supposed to carry the day.(2) The
hierarchy that used to be there is sidelined by approaches featuring
more equality and parity between ‘us’ and ‘them’ as previous divisions
are replaced by a multiplicity of overlapping jurisdictions.

One may recall, however, that these recent challenges are not
altogether novel. The Cold War constellation was not entirely divisive; it
left some room for formations that deviated from the prevailing bi-
polarity. The most essential exception in this regard was undoubtedly
Nordic co-operation. Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden
were never fully in line with the rules of the Cold War period and
instead followed what might be termed a Sonderweg. This is to say
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that the logic of Realpolitik was partly set aside in not being applicable
to intra-Nordic relations and the sphere of the joint Nordic ‘we’. By
forming a grouping of their own, the Nordic countries injected variety
into the political landscape as early as the 1950s.

Our purpose in what follows is to use Norden and nordicity as
signposts for tackling recent changes in the unfolding of political space
in Europe’s North. The aim is to subject both the old and the new to
critical reflection. How do the various representations evoked during
recent years relate to the already established ones?(3) More
particularly, one can ask how Nordic co-operation ties in with the other
regional vehicles that have emerged since the end of the Cold War.
Are the current moves of de-bordering to be seen as an extension and
a follow-up of earlier moves present already in nordicity, or do they
contain some entirely new elements, thereby profoundly altering the
political landscape in the European North?

The two concepts nordicity and northernness are clearly related
(Norden means literally ‘the North’) and have a certain symbolic and
historical affinity. Both originated from the North-South division of the
world that dominated European spatial imagination from Antiquity up
until the gradual emergence of a new East-West division during the
early modern period. In ancient Greece and Rome, and for centuries
thereafter, the North denoted a veritable cultural and economic
backwater, a sphere inhabited by uncivilized barbarians. This image of
extreme peripherality was challenged during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, when the North acquired a more positive aspect
and became a resource in the identity-building processes of realms
and nations. In the nineteenth century, however, it ceased to function
as a master-signifier of Europeanness and again assumed a
connotation of remoteness and peripherality. Into the space vacated
moved nordicity, which has pushed northernness further to the fringes
in the course of the past 200 years.

Today, the re-imagining and return of the North is unsettling the
position of nordicity. A certain rapprochement seems to be underway
between two markers that have over time drifted apart, yet is their
relationship complementary or competitive? What will happen to the
Nordic ‘we’ now that communality in a specific part of Europe is
increasingly grounded on the cardinal marker of northernness, as
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seems to be the case? Nordicity and northernness each coin a rather
different ‘we’, although they are obviously not strict opposites. Our
analysis explores the encounter between the two representations of
political space, tracing the ‘we’-identities that follow and relating them
to each other. More generally, it outlines the contours of the political
landscape that unfolds due to the new relationship between the two
markers.

In our view, nordicity and northernness should be treated as historically
constituted narratives. The words used to define regional constellations
are in fact more than words, for ‘with words we create and share views
of reality’.(4) Individuals as well as societies use narratives for
anchoring their identities in time and space. ‘We’ can exist and be
somebody only through such stories, which define who we are, what
we are and where we are.(5) The encounter between the Nordic and
the northern can thus be regarded as an ongoing negotiation about
such a ‘we’. Both narratives endeavour, in their own way, to define an
identity. When talking about major cartographic markers such as the
North, the East, the Orient or areas such as the Balkans, it should be
remembered that these are cultural constructs which lack objective
geographical definitions. Their meaning is not constant but contingent.
Although such labels have been around more or less constantly, the
meaning attached to them has differed over time.

Edward Said has shown this to be the case in his classic study of the
Orient. Said coined the term orientalization to refer to the process by
which this marker has been provided with connotations of Europe’s
‘other’. Heavily shaped by romantic mysticism, orientalization yields a
certain image, leading to spatial discourses and, ultimately, social
action.(6) It is an historically contingent process showing displaying
elements of continuity as well as interruptions and variations. By the
same token, one can point to the existence of varying narratives on the
location and meaning of ‘the North’ and ‘northernness’. It seems
possible, for instance, to talk of a process of northernization, whereby
the cartographic extent of the North was progressively narrowed during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Northernization imbued the
North with connotations of considerable peripherality somewhere at the
margins - if not outside - of Europe. Attempts to give this marker
greater centrality could be described under the label of
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Europeanization, whilst the space denoted by this marker in the
twentieth century was also progressively nordicized. Attempts to build
linkages with the former socialist countries (above all Russia) could be
termed an Easternization of the North. Furthermore, it is possible to
distinguish between nationally-delimited forms of the North as well as
unifying constructions that provide space for larger communities. The
former operate in terms of exclusion and the latter with inclusion as the
basic move, although the borderlines often tend to be somewhat
diffuse. Nordicization in particular has brought about discourses and
spatial practises that mix rather easily and overlap with nationally
based configurations.

If the North is to be viewed as a contingent construct, any definition of
it requires one to outline the genealogy of the North and northernness.
Only in this way can one uncover the variety of meanings attached to
the term and pinpoint continuums and interruptions in the northern
tradition. In this chapter we first probe the relationship between
nordicity and northernness as two related narratives and chart the
unfolding of the contest between them, particularly in the post-Cold
War years. Secondly, the recent broadening and return of the North,
evidenced above all by the European Union’s Northern Dimension, is
explored. Finally, by examining the genealogy of the northern marker,
we place the contest between nordicity and northernness in a
European perspective.

Norden: a Community of Destiny

The Nordic configuration has an established history and has, over time,
assumed distinct institutional forms. It is, however, often depicted in
terms of sui generis, a case in a category of its own. The
presuppositions behind such a marker are rarely explored. The Nordic
case is obviously there and yet it remains somewhat evasive, an entity
and a set of spatial practices which are quite hard to pin down
conceptually and locate in a broader context.(7)

In essence, political Norden has constituted an effort to keep German
influence at bay. Its history can be traced at least as far back as the
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days of the Kalmar Union from 1397 to 1523, although one may stretch
it even further back in time.(8) In the 1830s, nordicity assumed the
form of Scandinavianism, a mainly student and academic-led
movement which sought to establish a unified Scandinavian polity. The
futility of this aim was demonstrated when Sweden-Norway refused to
extend help to Denmark during the Schleswig-Holstein war of 1864, at
which point the relevant state-actors largely lost interest in the Nordic
option. With their withdrawal, however, various non-statist forces and
interpretations gained ground, a development which ultimately
provided Norden with features of a rather horizontal ‘bottom-up’ type of
entity. A rich network of Nordic Associations, for instance, has
furnished nordicity with features of a popular movement.

Amongst the milestones of nordicity, one can also cite the efforts to
form a neutral group at the beginning of the 1930s and, more recently,
the founding of the interparliamentary Nordic Council by Denmark,
Norway and Sweden in 1952. Finland and Iceland joined this body
some years later. The establishment of this institutional framework
paved the way for an active period of Nordic co-operation which gave
rise to a common labour market (1954), common social security
provision (1955) and a passport union (1957) allowing Nordic citizens
to travel freely within the Nordic area. Plans to develop integration
through the establishment of an economic area were discussed
throughout the 1960s, but these efforts failed. By way of compensation,
a Nordic Council of Ministers was established in 1972.(9)

With the foundation of the Council of Ministers, the state-to-state
nature of Nordic co-operation became more apparent. In essence, this
co-operation is comprehended as a quite intense but informal pattern
of social and cultural interaction as well as a we-feeling among Nordic
citizens. The latter aspects amount to a transnational ‘we’, a joint
identity and a kind of second order nationalism that extends beyond
the usual confines of the respective nation-states. Iver Neumann
articulates the relationship by arguing that ‘the Nordics are liminars to
one another. They are neither simply “us” nor “them”, they are
something in between, something grey area-like’.(10) Neumann also
stresses that borders are constantly reproduced between the Nordic
societies. Enmity has not given way to a complete and uncomplicated
picture of amity, and yet the Nordics still tend to feel ‘at home‘ with
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each other. This feeling of forming a close-knit community is not
dependent on the formal structures of Nordic co-operation, but rather
constitutes something that envelops these structures. Although less
visible, it is nonetheless an important, if not the most important, part of
nordicity.

Norden has assumed, in a number of ways, a kind of domestic quality;
on occasions there exist almost no borders at all in cultural and
institutional terms. Due partly to the fact that it has stayed aloof from
Europeanness, the Nordic configuration has been able to establish a
constructive and harmonious relationship to nationhood in each of the
countries concerned. Civil servants, for instance, can pick up the
phone and talk to their counterparts in other Nordic countries almost as
easily as they communicate with their own co-nationals. In this respect,
the Nordic configuration clearly stands out as a deviation from the
ordinary, sovereignty-geared forms of political space. It has been able
to achieve quite permeable internal borders, although one should add
that this applies first and foremost to the sphere of mental and identity-
related borders. The Nordic ‘we’ that extends, as an idea and identity,
across national borders has not been particularly conducive to
economic integration, cross-border regionalization or other spatial
practices. In other words, its transactional borders have not been very
malleable.

In as much as the Nordic configuration has no explicit centre, its
external borders also display a degree of openness. It is, however,
possible to argue – as Sverre Jervell does – that the Nordic sphere has
historically been delimited by the German and the Russian
spheres.(11) Uffe Østergård follows the same reasoning when he
claims that the idea of the Nordic group has been largely based on
defining a space of its own in relation to Germany and Central
Europe.(12) Øystein Sørensen and Bo Stråth  follow a related pattern
of thought, but apply a less geographical departure and approach to
the delineation of borders. In their view, the Nordic ‘model’ represents
a particular variant of Enlightenment modernization. They depict
Norden as being part of a larger civilizational sphere, although it is
linked up on terms of its own. In particular, they emphasize Norden’s
success in avoiding the extremes of Fascism and Bolshevism, noting
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that ‘in Scandinavia the tension between freedom and equality was
better contained than elsewhere’.(13)

Such an approach explains why the word ‘model’ is so frequently used
to describe the essence of Norden and nordicity.(14) The labeling and
delineation of Norden within the modern project is part and parcel of
the view that it represents a particularly successful variant of
modernity, consistent with high levels of growth and welfare, planning
and other forms of rationality. It has been depicted as being avant
garde, an exemplary vehicle for delivering progress and a kind of ‘third
way’ between hard-core capitalism and eastern socialism.(15) This in
turn implies that the East and the West function as key co-ordinates
upon which the definition and anchoring of the Nordic case rest.
Norden is not seen as a negation but an improved version of the other
variants of modernity.

In Stråth’s view, nordicity is not an element that is there in addition to
the (primary) national identities. Rather, it is built into what it means to
be a Dane, Swede, Norwegian, Finn or Icelander. In this regard,
argues Stråth, Norden functions ‘as a demarcation from Europe, a
democratic, Protestant and egalitarian North against a Catholic,
conservative and capitalistic Europe’.(16) This move of singling out
Nordic specificity and portraying it as something distinct from Russian,
German or more general European ‘otherness’ corresponds to
commonly held views. The idea of Norden as a ‘third’, a separate entity
neither part of this nor that, is deeply embedded in the debates on the
basic meaning of nordicity.(17) Norden is thus singled out as a rather
special group of small, highly developed and peaceful nation-states
with a detached relationship to the Realpolitik logic as well as the
dominant European centres of power. This image of Norden as a kind
of ‘anti-Europe’, a sphere beyond the ordinary rules of inter-state
relations, was strengthened during the years of the Cold War.(18) The
bifurcated setting of that period allowed the Nordic actors to depict
themselves as a neutral or semi-neutral group of countries with a
somewhat detached relationship to the blocs and major areas of East-
West tension.

In sum, therefore, Norden has to a large degree been pitted against
neighbouring countries and Europe more generally. The argumentation
varies, but the effort has invariably been one of singling out an outside
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and an inside. It is the depiction of Norden as distinct from its environs
which has allowed it to turn into a dominant spatial representation and
a set of temporal and spatial practices in Europe’s North. Its internal
closeness and coherence are a function of an external environment
perceived in terms of ‘them‘, a sphere quite different from the Nordic
one.

Linking Up With a New Environment

The upkeep of the Nordic configuration has become increasingly
problematic in an era where Europeanness and nordicity are no longer
so easily identifiable as two distinct spheres. Danish, Finnish and
Swedish membership of the European Union already indicate clearly
that the relationship can no longer be comprehended in basically
exclusive terms. A majority of the Nordic states now apply strategies of
participation instead of trying to stay aloof, although the establishment
of a negotiated relationship still appears to entail a number of
difficulties. In some of the campaigns against EU-membership, Norden
may still be represented as a alternative sphere to be kept separate
from the ‘inferior’ EU and continuously developed on terms of its own.
It may be observed, however, that these conceptualizations of Norden
are not broadly shared, and generally fail to find a positive echo on the
part of the respective Nordic establishments.

The question nevertheless remains: what is Norden now that the
confrontation in Central Europe has ended and the key concepts
underpinning the formation of political space in Europe at large are
those of democracy, human rights and a market economy? One of the
major issues to clarify here is whether Norden’s status as a separate
sphere of co-operation was premised on the Cold War. If so, can the
marker of nordicity endure now that the rigidity of that period has given
way to co-operative constellations on a broader European scale? Are
there elements in the Nordic configuration that will allow it to adapt to
the new, less bounded conditions, or is ‘the land of the future’ destined
either to shrink into something rather insignificant or perhaps to
disappear altogether?
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Various Nordic actors have recently been forced to ponder these
questions. In this regard, opinions have frequently appeared more
polarized in the Danish, Norwegian and Swedish debates than they
have in Finland and Iceland. This is perhaps because nordicity has
occupied a more central and bordered place as part of the national
‘self’ within the former grouping than it has in the latter. Although the
differences are not very systematic, there nevertheless seems to be
some grounds to argue that the three Scandinavian peoples are more
prone to think in categories of ‘either-or’. They are inclined to feel that
nordicity has to be traded for Europeanness – or preserved as a
separate sphere of its own – if Norden is to have a future, whereas the
two categories are not so sharply distinguishable as opposites when
viewed through Finnish or Icelandic eyes. Rather, the Finnish or
Icelandic approach appears to be one of ‘both-and’. The Finnish
Norden has not been as strictly bordered as the Scandinavian one.(19)
This has made it possible to perceive Finland’s membership of the
European Union as the next step - or another route - on the road
towards Europe. In other words, membership is not comprehended as
implying the abandonment of Norden, but as a continuation and a
follow-up of earlier moves of integration. It represents, in the Finnish
case, a fulfilment of something that started with Finland becoming part
of Nordic co-operation.

The Icelandic Norden is also less bounded, or, at least, bordered in a
different manner. Nordic affiliation provides Iceland – for reasons of
history – with an important anchorage. It operates, above all, as a
counter-weight to a heavy dose of Atlanticism. The relationship to
Europe, and the European Union in particular, remains somewhat
detached, but this does not imply that Iceland would feel the need to
preserve – for the sake of nordicity – barriers against European
influences to the same extent as the Scandinavians-proper. This is
because Europeanness and nordicity are basically seen as
complementary representations of political space.(20)

Norden has been called upon to accept that it is no longer as
hegemonic and detached as it used to be. It stands profoundly
challenged in having to compete for space with representations that
are explicitly intended to lower the borders around the Baltic and
Barents Seas and in Europe more generally. One aspect of the
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process of adaptation and de-bordering consists of reducing Norden’s
internal orientation. Change along these lines has already come about
without much effort, as intra-Nordic co-operation has been significantly
crowded out by an increased emphasis on the EU.(21) To compensate
for this decline, co-operation with the external environment has been
increased. Nordic co-operation and European integration have been
taken to be complementary in character, as indicated for example by
the efforts to square the tension between the Schengen agreement
and the Nordic passport union. Here, the aim has been one of
including Norway, a non-member of the Union, among the Schengen
countries. More generally, the task has been comprehended as one of
linking the Nordic entity with a contemporary European governance
made up of a three-level game between regions, national governments
and European institutions.(22)

Whilst some successes have been scored, attempts to forge a co-
ordinated Nordic approach in relation to the Baltic countries and the EU
have often been less than successful. The Nordic group has managed
to achieve some degree of joint co-operation with the Baltic States
since the early 1990s, mainly in the form of regular joint meetings of
foreign ministers. Previously known as 5+3, this forum has recently
been renamed, and is now known simply as the group of eight.
However, the November 2000 meeting of the Nordic Council set clear
limits to this process of integration and de-bordering by rejecting a
proposal to admit the Baltic States to full membership of the
organization.

The reforming and de-bordering of the Nordic constellation is not only
apparent in the sphere of inter-state relations, but applies also to some
societal and non-statist spheres. This is clearly evidenced in the
changes introduced by the Nordic Associations. New associations
have recently been established in the Baltic countries and Russia (St.
Petersburg, Murmansk and Kaliningrad). Interestingly enough, these
newcomers have been allowed to join the already existing
associations, and have done so on basically equal terms. They have
thus been comprehended as being quite close to the Nordic ‘family‘.
The emergence of these new associations bears witness to something
rather important. Namely, that nordicity is moving beyond its previous
boundaries, be they cultural, legal or institutional. Norden has thus
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availed itself of the possibility to reach out and compete for space
outside the borders of the Nordic countries themselves. These borders
no longer stand as outer limits, but operate as zones of contact
enabling Norden to reach out and link up with other actors. The
changes introduced are truly profound in that they deprive the Nordic
configuration of its previous modern clarity and unambiguous character
(to the extent that it possessed one in the first place). With the demise
of its previous well-bounded essence, the Nordic configuration
increasingly turns into one constellation among many. Rather than
being ‘half-in and half-out’ as it used to be, it now nuzzles up rather
close to ‘Europe‘.(23)

The reforms introduced and the re-orientation of Nordic co-operation
may have given the configuration some new life, but has it been
rescued for good and provided with a durable position within an
increasingly pluralist setting? This is hardly the case. Much of the
evidence points towards an uncertain future, for whilst nordicity is in
high value and continues to occupy an essential part of the various
national ‘selfs’ in the Nordic countries, the efforts of translating these
strengths into operative political clout seemingly leave much to be
desired. A considerable number of voices have argued that Norden
has become redundant and the word ‘crisis’ keeps echoing around.(24)
Having been better than Europe, Norden is now quite often
comprehended as being inferior. No longer so obviously ‘the land of
future’, Norden is frequently called to compete with new initiatives that
have seen the light of the day in northern Europe, such as Baltic Sea
or Barents co-operation. It thus remains uncertain whether the Nordic
configuration will be able to pass the test of time.

The return of Northernness

The re-invention of the North is, in part, rooted in other contemporary
spatial and temporal discourses. The unifying approach to tackling the
Baltic Sea region and the establishment of the Council of Baltic Sea
States (CBSS) provided a good starting point for the reconfiguration of
political space in northern Europe. The Norwegian initiative concerning
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a Barents-Euro Arctic Region (BEAR) contributed further to these
challenges by coining a new northern North, which, although premised
on a restrictive reading of northernness, is a distinctly European
configuration with a rather flexible eastern border. Moreover, the
discourse on a far broader and more co-operative Arctic region
constitutes part of the same pattern, although it severs – in the first
place – borderlines that have been running across the Arctic itself. It is
the NDI, however, which constitutes the single principal effort to
introduce a wider vision of the European North. It does not only
comprise the old Nordic grouping, but also incorporates parts of Russia
and the Baltic States. In some visions, the southern shore of the Baltic
and even Scotland are included. However, it is the enrollment of
northwestern Russia within such a neo-North, thereby binding parts of
Russia to an EU-Europe, which stands at the core of the initiative.

One has to refrain from too far-reaching conclusions, since the NDI is
still in its infancy. An abstraction has been turned into a diplomatic
initiative, which has successfully evolved into a set of discourses. The
concept landed officially on the EU’s agenda in December 1997, when
the Luxembourg Council obliged the Commission to prepare a report
on the Northern Dimension. A year later, such a report was introduced
at the Vienna European Council, which decided that the European
Union now had a Northern Dimension requiring further development by
the Commission. The European Parliament, meanwhile, prepared a
report of its own. It stressed, to some extent in contrast to the views of
the Commission, that the Northern Dimension should have a regional
role, for example in creating and strengthening cross-border co-
operation in line with the Euroregions in central Europe.(25)

A ministerial conference, uniting representatives from the Nordic EU
member states, Iceland, Norway, Poland, Russia and the Baltic
countries, was held in Helsinki in November 1999. A variety of
functional issues pertaining to energy, raw materials, the environment,
border controls, employment, transport and infrastructure provided
much of the substance of the meeting. The EU Summit in Helsinki in
December 1999 took stock of the results, and the Commission then
charted out an Action Plan, subsequently approved at the Feira summit
in June 2000.(26) Sweden organized, during its presidency, another
meeting of foreign ministers in Luxemburg in May 2001 in order to
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review the results and Denmark hosted a meeting on the question of
Kaliningrad during spring 2000 in Copenhagen. The EU Commission
issued a communication entitled The EU and Kaliningrad in January
2001.

Northernness has thus been proposed and accepted as a means of
qualifying some aspects of the European Union. Round one has
brought northernness onto the EU’s agenda, albeit so far in a rather
diffuse manner. The North figures both as a northern North
encompassing the Barents and Arctic dimensions, and as a wider
vision extending to the Baltic Sea region. Some further steps will be
taken, and it remains to be seen how far they will carry. The initiative is
still far from having reached any self-conscious status or identity of its
own. There is a set of discourses but no clear-cut region, polity or
budget line within the Union that would affirm and delineate it in a
factual sense. Northernness may still turn out to be one of the ideas
coined and launched into the debate that in the end amount to very
little in terms of spatial practices. The impact will perhaps not reach
beyond some local effects. The ‘otherness’ of the North and the way in
which the marker has been traditionally comprehended may remain so
prominent that no firm and positive linkage to Europe will emerge.(27)

Nonetheless, it can be observed that what used to be a blank spot on
the Union’s mental map is getting contours of its own following the
entry of Finland and Sweden in 1995.(28) It has been accepted that
northernness is a sphere of its own and one that requires specific
policies. The cardinal representation utilized is not – as might be
expected on the basis of previous constellations – that of westernness.
The discourse is not about the West occupying new ground by pushing
easternness further towards the East and northernness to the North. It
is also notable that the alternative chosen has not been nordicity, a
concept which has traditionally been exclusive rather than inclusive in
essence.(29) Nordicity has not been on level with the other cardinal
markers on the compass. It would also be more political and would not
serve as a platform for linking simultaneously up with ‘Europe‘ and the
East, since nordicity is limited to the traditional co-operation between
the Nordic countries. Instead, the new discourse makes use of a
marker that has long been at the fringes of a system dominated by
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East-West rivalry. The new reinvented northernness is broader, less
political, more differentiated and, most importantly, European.

The launch of the NDI indicates that Finland, at least, believes in the
potential inherent in the old/new image of northernness and feels at
home with a certain marginality.(30) The initiative embraces the idea of
a multiperspectival Europe and feeds, more broadly, on the
contemporary conditions of globalization and regionalization. The
diplomatic process now set in motion also resonates with a broader
discourse. Edward James Crockford, editor of the new business journal
Northern Enterprises argues that ‘northern Europe is pop’.(31) He is
confident that the label of northernness – with its underlying claim of a
commonly shared culture and heritage – will carry a commercial
publication. Further proof is offered by Yngve Bergquist, who runs a
hotel built from ice in Jukkasjärvi in northernmost Sweden. In an
interview to Scanorama, Bergquist states that the building of the hotel
has changed the character of a previously rather quiet place: ‘Winter
used to be a problematic time here. Now it is our main attraction’.(32)

The emergence of northernness in a European context entails a
considerable dose of discursive power. It allows ‘Europe‘ to be defined
from yet another perspective. It is hence not surprising that this
endeavour is also to some extent controversial. The NDI, for instance,
downgrades both the Barents and the Baltic Sea vehicles of co-
operation into sub-categories of a broader and clearly European
northernness. This move is not entirely in harmony with the Danish and
Swedish efforts – apparent since the start of the 1990s – to elevate
Balticism into a central departure for region-building in northern
Europe.(33)

Norden, for its part, is vulnerable to the return of northernness. Its
aspiration for (relative) exclusivity means that it needs to stay apart, yet
how can it do so if Norden also becomes a sub-category of a broader
northern constellation? The challenge is a difficult one, since efforts to
stay aloof or, for that matter, too harsh rebuttals of the invitation to
merge with northernness would render nordicity open to accusations of
denying its own roots. Northernness operates in terms of both-and. It
aims to reach out and re-link to ‘Europe’, rather than restricting itself in
the way that Norden used to do. Northernness aims at drawing on
shared experiences rather than being constructed against some
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category of ‘otherness’. It can embrace markers such as Norden and
operate as a very wide policy framework that also encompasses the
Baltic Sea, Barents and Arctic vehicles of regional co-operation. In this
situation, it does not follow that nordicity will be able to insulate itself.
Indeed, the return of northernness as a concept that both aims to
restore lost unity and calls for a negotiated relationship with ‘Europe’
leaves Norden with little option but to link up and to accept a symbiotic
‘both-and’ relationship with the new marker. This is despite the fact that
such an ‘outside-in’ type of move (if seen from a Nordic perspective)
appears to deprive Norden of much that previously justified its
existence.

The more general reason for Norden’s decline lies in the fact that it is
quite border-dependent and closely attached – despite of being in
some ways a countermove – to the logic of Realpolitik. It has been
feeding on the existence of quite distinct divisions - those of the East
and the West, NATO and the Warsaw Pact as well as capitalism
versus socialism. Norden thus encounters difficulties when faced by a
graded political landscape with rather vague borders and a new
cardinal marker aspiring to shape Europe’s North in spatial terms.
Norden has suffered from the post-Cold War situation, which has
brought neither the replacement of old divisions nor the emergence of
new ones. Northernness, for its part, operates on different premises. It
aims at undermining previous borderlines, including those essential for
the old Norden. Northernness is clearly premised on inclusive moves in
endeavouring at reaching out, in form of the NDI, both in a southern
(central Europe) and eastern (Russia) direction. The initiative is
tantamount to de-bordering as it aspires for a softening of the external
borders of the European Union. It is part and parcel of recent debates
on a new Europe with flexible and transparent borders and merges
with spaces that are both ‘in‘ and ‘out‘.(34) Above all, northernness
does not aspire for a distinct sphere of its own but forms an integral
part of a broader European setting.

A contest in the margins
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The return of the North can be comprehended as the revival of an
image that used to label a considerable area of Europe prior to the
Napoleonic wars. This development raises interesting question as to
the relationship between the current neo-North and its ancient
predecessor. In order to clarify this relationship, it is necessary to
review some of the northern narratives used in the past and to expose
the continuums and interruptions in the genealogy of the North. How
has the northern image been used to outline various temporal and
spatial co-ordinates? What kind of political spaces have been carved
out on the basis of the northern marker during past centuries?

Back in the mid-seventeenth century, the North was imagined as a
political arena – a kind of sub-playground of power politics. The prime
actors in the game were Sweden, Denmark, Prussia, Poland and
Russia, at that time all major European powers in their own right. The
usage of the North to outline political space formed an integral part of
the then dominant discourse on international relations, one premised
on a balance of power between empires and other major actors.
International relations were understood as a kind of Newtonian system
with its own mechanical equilibrium. This perspective was applied to
Europe as a whole but included also a number of subsystems, among
them the northern one.(35)  The North thus had a role in outlining
some aspects of Europe. This usage of the North as a marker
dominated the political language of the entire eighteenth century,
before fading out during the mid-nineteenth century. In the eyes of
contemporaries, St. Petersburg, Berlin, Copenhagen and Stockholm
were all more or less part of the same political scene. For example,
when Alexander I intervened in order to help Europe subdue Napoleon,
he was seen as arriving from the North rather than the East.(36)

This image was blurred and downgraded during the Enlightenment,
which bolstered and extended the position of easternness at the
expense of the North. As Larry Wolff has demonstrated, Eastern
Europe was invented during the late eighteenth century, when a variety
of travelers and academics of the Enlightenment found and defined a
space between the Occident (West) and the Orient - a space carrying
characteristics of both Europe and Asia. The co-ordinates of this
eastern Europe consisted of St. Petersburg in the North and Crimea,
the Balkans and Azov in the South.(37) It covered Russia, Poland,
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Hungary and the Balkans, although it was understood as a cultural
zone rather than a political sphere. For westerners, Eastern Europe
represented – as is still the case today – a backward society whose
existence allowed them to prove discursively their own superiority
whilst locating an ‘other’ to be patronized. Since easternness was
loaded with rather negative connotations, it could not serve as a basis
for positive identification for those who fell into this newly defined
sphere.

The transition from the dominance of the North to the broadening of the
East spanned many decades. Given the choice between belonging to
the North or the East, a considerable number of people still saw
themselves as northern European at the start of the nineteenth
century. The North also continued to dominate the writing of history,
which remained quite state-centric up until this period.(38) Despite
entering the discourse as an attribute of Europe, easternness did not
immediately turn into a cardinal signifier outlining political space. The
East and the North were initially not exclusive poles and the boundary
between them remained vague. Whilst recognizing that these two
markers overlapped, Larry Wolff claims that the North retreated rather
quickly.(39) Robin Okey, on the other hand, maintains that the
transition period was in fact much longer. The Crimean War, it seems,
strengthened perceptions of Russia as an eastern rather than a
northern actor, although the process remained incomplete at least until
1917, when Soviet Russia was excluded – and excluded itself - from
the rest of Europe.(40) Although the Second World War did blur the
picture to some extent, the Cold War re-confirmed the easternness of
the Soviet Union. The imagining of a separate eastern Europe and the
drawing of lines between Slavic and non-Slavic lands contributed to a
relocation of the North.(41)

As Berndt Henningsen has demonstrated, northernness has had a
further use as an identity marker. This can be traced all the way back
to the sixteenth century, when the idea of the North was adopted to
outline essential features of Sweden (then basically a state) and
Swedish identity. This understanding flourished further during the late
seventeenth century. Olof Rudbeck, a professor of Uppsala University,
is singled out as a key myth-builder by virtue of his four-volume work
Atlantica, which did much to attach the new northern attribute to
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Sweden. In the words of Henningsen, Rudbeck’s goal ‘was to prove
the political and moral superiority and the superior civilization of the
North in general and of Sweden in particular’. In order to justify such
claims, he devised a new creation story which located Paradise in the
North. Rudbeck also applied familiar images from classical literature,
for example by identifying the North with Plato’s legendary sunken
Atlantis. The claim that Sweden was the original home of all the Goths
and that they had emigrated further to the South, the East and the
West after having inhabited Swedish soil, added to the story. Sweden
was thus depicted in terms of a vagina gentium, or cradle of
humanity.(42)

These Rudbeckian moves were quite successful in the sense that
Gothicism figured among the Swedish foundational myths for
centuries. The Gothic theory also claimed that the Scandinavians and
the Germans shared common origins.(43) The North was also provided
with connotations of a true centre in the context of Europe-making – in
the other words, the North was Europeanized. The Rudbeckian North
had the function of legitimating the power of the ruling dynasty and was
therefore political in essence.

The background for the emergence of such narratives is obvious.
Sweden had achieved the status of a European great power during the
Thirty Years War and practically dominated the Baltic World. The
accrued posture called for the coining of myths providing meaning to
the policies pursued. The task was not simply to justify Sweden’s role
in the Baltic region, but also to stress values relevant vis-à-vis central
Europe. The Rudbeckian version of the Creation Story corresponded to
the needs of the situation. In his book, Rudbeck laid the ground for a
new foundational myth, and invented new mega-narratives that
bolstered the position and meaning of Sweden. These narratives
contained several elements defining what Sweden was basically about.
For example, the metaphor of Louis XIV as the Sun King was
reproduced by depicting Charles XI of Sweden as the King of the North
Star.(44)

After the battle of Poltava in 1708, Sweden lost its position as a great
power. This not only impacted on the political map but also left similar
marks in the minds of people. The northern myth, however, remained
part of the discourse, receiving yet another emphasis. The Gothic myth
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continued to battle with claims concerning the eminence of the North,
or the employment of Sweden in that context, but beside
Europeanization of the North also features of northernization the North
appeared to Swedish discourse. Northernness was seen as carving out
a sphere located in the northernmost North, whereby ‘the experience of
nature and the mysticism of the northern lands became a major
element and an expression of the political and social self-concept’.(45)
Northern nature was provided with transcendental features, the duality
of eternal light and eternal darkness being employed to underline its
divine characteristics. According to Montesquieu‘s famous theory,
nature and climate do not only mould the characteristics of people, but
also the essence of the political system. The wild northern scenery was
thus depicted as the source of Gothic values, that is freedom but also
religious innocence and piety. In the minds of contemporary observers,
all these features made the North - with Sweden as its prime
representation - superior in relation to the South. Despite the decline in
political status, claims of moral superiority survived, providing a
breeding-ground for a variety of Swedish foundational myths. One
variant of this can clearly be seen in the Nordic discourse about the
superiority of the welfare state model.

In any case, northernness remained an important aspect of the
Swedish state identity. It provided connotations of naturalness in
legitimizing dynastic power, whilst also signaling qualities that were
seen as making Sweden politically and morally superior to other
realms. A whole variety of northern qualities were also invoked to
define the Swedish people, although not yet in the form of laying the
ground for the construction of a national identity. Whilst it was primarily
used to bolster Sweden’s character as a state, the northern marker did
also function as a source of bonds and unifying elements with some
nearby nations and states. This is to say that the application of
northernness was not just restrained to the northern North. It reached
further out in both southern and western directions, although Sweden
obviously remained the point of gravity. What northernness did seem to
lack was any eastern dimension. No common sphere was outlined to
link Scandinavia, the Gothic lands, and Russia.
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Romantic Gaze Towards the North

The North apparently underwent a considerable decline in status due
to the increasing prominence given to the East during the second half
of the nineteenth century. (45) This decline in status left the North
available for other purposes during the era of Romanticism, and a new
northern myth was employed constructing as part of the construction of
national identities in Scandinavia as well as in Germany and
Britain.(46)

Jöran Mjöberg distinguishes between three different phases in this
usage of northern myths. Initially, during the first half of the nineteenth
century, the myths were mostly nostalgic and romantic and were used
to construct Scandinavian or German unity. In the second half of the
century, the myths were used to support a more liberal and utopian
dimension of national identities. Finally, during the early twentieth
century, northern myths were increasingly used for populist, sometimes
even racist purposes. The clearest example of the latter was the Nazi
use of selected northern themes to support claims of racial superiority.
As a result, the northern myths were pushed aside after the Second
World War.(47) They fell into disrepute and held their ground only in
Scandinavia, although even there in a much altered form. Northern
motifs thus became exclusively Nordic in the aftermath of the Second
World War.

The early nineteenth-century romantic myth of the North invoked
images of a misty land full of mythical heroes. The basic tenets were
much the same in all cases, although in Britain Celtic poems were at
the centre of the new narrative whereas in the German world it was the
Gothic heroes that fulfilled this role. In Scandinavia, the Old Norse of
the Viking era grew in reputation through the medium of heroic stories
like the Edda Saga. This nostalgia for a past glory assumed numerous
expressions in the literature and fine arts of the nineteenth century.
Helmeted Viking soldiers, with their swords and spears, and mythic
northern gods were seen through a new romantic prism.(48) The roots
of Scandinavian identity were no longer linked to the Christian tradition;
instead, the old pagan past was elevated. The Gothic past had already
been present prior to this new twist, but the barbaric past had then
been regarded as something shameful in the context of the classical
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and Christian traditions. The new representation was about a glorious
past, a superiority of the North in relation to the South, with the Gothic
period having stood out as the then centre of civilization.

The new usage did not only aspire to add some Nordic cultural motifs
to established representations but was also aimed at laying the ground
for new identities. A distinctly political dimension was added to the
alleged return of the North’s lost golden past. The respective
movements seeking to construct a unified Germany and a unified
Scandinavia were riding on the same foundational myths. The new
Nordic one was equated with the ancient spirit of freedom, fostering
courage and preserving national independence, all of which can be
seen as representing patriotic values.(49) This discourse on
northernness contained a kind of double move; as well as narrowing
down the North to Norden, it still also represented a kind of
Europeanization of the North, through the argument that the North
constituted a true Europe.

More particularly, the North was used for the first time to create bonds
between the Scandinavian kingdoms. According to Henningsen, the
old Gothic myth did not disappear, despite now having looser linkages
to Sweden; it was just de-Swedicised with Swedish Gothicism being
turned into Nordic Scandinavianism.(50) In view of the scant success
achieved in this regard, the same Nordic myths later came to function
as a source of distinct national identities - particularly in Sweden -
during the second half of the nineteenth century. Although the
Scandinavian emphasis did not entirely disappear during this latter
period, the discourse pertaining to northernness was again primarily
restricted to the national scene.

There are several examples of the North being employed in order to
define Sweden: the Swedish national anthem Du fjällhöga Nord (You
Mountainous North) from 1844; Nordiska Museet as a label for the
Swedish national museum in 1873; and the so-called Nordic games of
1901-1926, which portrayed winter sports as an expression of
Scandinavian identity at its best.(51) Another remarkable expression of
the use of northernness in national narratives can be found in the
school of Scandinavian painting called ‘The Northern light’, which
elevated the image of northern nature with its white nights into a
symbol of the nation. The movement also idealized and stereotyped
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the picture of country life, which was purported to represent the
nation’s soul. The aim of such an idealization was to narrow down the
high North and make it available for nationalist purposes.(52)

The employment of the high North within a national and Nordic
context has been a recurrent feature ever since. The ‘true’
northernness has thus provided the ground for a variety of images
used in a spatially differentiated manner. The Nordic configuration has
subsequently lost most of its nationalistic features but also some of its
links to the old Nordic myths. It can hence be comprehended as an
increasingly post-nationalist construction.(53) As argued earlier, the
welfare state model has stood out as the main attribute of Norden
during the post-Second World War years. A relationship loaded with
tensions can be traced between Norden and the North, although the
strains have been less explicit over time. Norden’s civilizational claims
have allowed it to be distinguished from the North as well, a move that
has contributed to northernness being severed from its previous
linkages to ‘Europe‘. The North has, in this context, been provided with
connotations of extreme peripherality - darkness, winter and barren,
primitive conditions. The emergence of Norden thus contributed to the
northernization of the North, which has been transformed into a liminal
marker and relegated to a sphere outside the Enlightenment in order to
serve as Norden’s other.
Norden has therefore been quite dependent on border-drawing vis-à-
vis the North. As Brit Bergreen has observed in the Swedish context,
the features associated with Norden have been more frequently found
south of the limes norrlandicus, a symbolic, cultural and to some extent
also economic line that divides Northern Europe into two different
spheres: a truly northern one and another more to the south.(54) The
features most commonly associated with the northern side of this
divide have been suppressed, whereas those located to the south have
been elevated and utilized in representations depicting what Norden is
basically about.

Northernizing the North

The Northern motifs have not only been used in grounding
Scandinavian identities, but have also had a role in the cases of Russia
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and Finland. Russia was depicted as a northern realm already during
the early modern period. However, the myth of the North really only
emerged in Russia during the era of Romanticism. In this regard, the
defeat of the Napoleonic Grand Army in 1812 gave rise to the
metaphor of winter as a particularly Russian season. A ‘poetry of
winter’ subsequently flourished in Russian literature. Around this time,
St. Petersburg was often referred to as the Northern Palmyra, a name
derived from the mythical Syrian city of the same name. This Russian
North was clearly identified with winter, darkness and a cold climate; in
this respect, it differed from the tales of Scandinavian romanticism.(55)
Even during the Soviet period, some remnants of this romantic image
of the North - and particularly the northernmost North - survived. Under
Stalin, for instance, the myth of a heroic Soviet Union challenging the
extreme conditions of the North was constructed, with the scene of the
drama depicted as the ‘Red Arctic’.(56) These features of the Soviet-
Russian discourse represented northenization as well an
easternization of the North, in which northernness also acquired some
positive connotations.

Finland constitutes a case of its own as far as narratives on the North
are concerned, although some influences from the Scandinavian
discourse can be traced. Northernization of the North has been an
integral part of Finnish identity politics since the Swedish era, although
Finland hardly had an identity of its own prior to the partition of Sweden
in 1809. From the mid-nineteenth century onwards, northernness
assumed a dual role in the construction of a Finnish national identity.
Nordic and Scandinavian bonds were kept open, but nothing similar to
the Swedish limes norrlandicus can be traced. This is because in the
Finnish case, the elevation of northernness was not there in order to
assert the superiority of a state or nation in relation to the South.
Rather, it had the function of expressing the true nature of Finland as a
nation (the state emerged in an unambiguous form only in 1917). In
this regard, a myth of a pioneering people, one feeling at ease with
northernness, was constructed. It did not struggle with any outside
actor but sought purpose and meaning in its northern location.
According to the constitutive myth, the Finns have - despite a cold
climate, persistent crop failure and widespread poverty - succeeded in
overcoming their difficulties. They have managed  - the story goes - to
remain a proud and honest nation in the North. This kind of narrative
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resonates with an early nationalistic rhetoric that idealized the common
people. The harsh environment, it was claimed, hardened the nature of
the Finns, fostering both humility and persistence, whilst also giving
scope to claim the moral high ground.(57)

Northernness has kept its place in Finnish identity, where it remains
associated with idealized images of a wild and untouched nature. The
endeavour has not been one of drawing lines and attempting to deny
the peripherality of the country. Instead, a certain detachment and
wilderness has continued to define the Finnish relationship to the rest
of Europe. Although some details have changed, the late nineteenth-
century image of a land of never-ending forests and lakes still provides
the country with a certain specificity.(58) The foundational myth was
based on the view that nature shapes the people. The northern
location is thus seen as distinguishing the Finns from other European
peoples, perhaps most especially the Swedes. Swedish influences are
depicted as having introduced features of western civilization to
Finland, yet the national movement obviously sought to construct
Finnishness as something distinct from Swedishness. Northernness
offered good ground for such a border-drawing. Although mystification
of northern nature has clearly been a feature of Swedish identity-
building, this aspiration has been far more pronounced in the case of
Finland.

If, on the one hand, a northern location implied standing aloof from
civilized Europe, the uncivilized and wild North nevertheless stood for
something dynamic and respectable. The constitutive rhetoric assumed
a clearly racial dimension during the inter-war period, when, to take
one example, the success of Finnish athletics was interpreted as
demonstrating some of the qualities of the Finnish race rather than
resulting from training or other factors.(59) These racist interpretations
vanished entirely in the post-Second World War years. At the same
time, moreover, narratives increasingly escaped official control and
took a turn of their own, finding expression for example in pop songs,
movies and anecdotes. These people-oriented interpretations turned
poverty, hard drinking and taciturnity into national virtues.(60) Finland’s
economic success – particularly visible in the 1980s and more recently
– undermined many previously central elements in the national story
and paved the way for new ones. The end of the Cold War and the
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new linkages to Europe, mainly in the form of the EU-membership,
have further fuelled this process.

Nordicity has also been long been part of narratives on Finnish identity.
The Finnish Swedes in particular associated themselves strongly with
Scandinavianism during the nineteenth century. However, nordicity
appears to have assumed a somewhat different, less bordered
meaning in Finland. Unlike in Scandinavia, Nordic elements were used
primarily to link Finland up with the West and separate it from the East
- i.e. the function of border-drawing against the South or the West was
not so apparent.(61) Although the Nordic welfare model has been part
of the Finnish self-definition during the last few decades, nordicity has
lost some of its value in Finnish narratives following the end of the Cold
War. This is because membership of the EU anchors Finland firmly in
the West and does the job of border-drawing towards the East even
more convincingly than affiliation to Norden. The growing salience of
rightist values and emphasis on integration, as well as the importance
of global markets, implies that the Nordic welfare model is now held in
lower esteem.(62)

In its place, new elements have been added to the national story, with
Nokia and success on global markets providing essential building
blocks. The Nokia story represents, in this perspective, a very different
move. It too is a success story, but not in relation to the challenges
posed by a northern location. The northern landscape has lost its key
constitutive posture and been redefined as a base for high technology
production aimed at conquering European and other markets. In this
way, the North is opened up and serves as a frame and a site for
departures of self-fulfilment in a rather broad international context. The
demise of the Nordic identity has thus left Finland open to new
interpretations, whilst the decline of previous border-drawing has
paved the way also for new depictions of northernness.

Northern in the Plural

As the preceding analysis demonstrates, there have been several
variations on the northern theme during the last four centuries. These
variations share a number of common elements, yet also display
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important differences. The more historical narratives on northernness,
most notably the Gothic myth, implied participation in the contest for
centrality in Europe. In this regard, they seem to have been relatively
successful in turning the North into a broadly recognized marker of
European political space. The northernization of the North, by contrast,
implied a withdrawal from the European scene. The first moves along
these lines date back at least to the eighteenth century. In this
connection, northernness was employed as a move of exclusion and
detachment during the construction of national identities. A tendency
towards northernization is clearly discernible in the Finnish and
Russian narratives and traces of it could be found from the Swedish
narratives too, although in all cases peripherality was given some
positive connotations. Leaning on northernness implied assuming a
relatively favorable position in the semi-periphery. Consequently, it
meant staying aloof from any notions concerning barbarism or a totally
backward location.

All these of these narratives can be seen as identity stories employed
in order to define the spatial and temporal co-ordinates of a state or a
nation. However, they have varied considerably in terms of their
articulation of the past, and it is hard to discern any clear unifying
elements. The oldest Rudbeckian narrative, for instance, was based on
the Bible, whereas the romantic North emphasized the mythical
Norsemen (although the Gothic myth did link the two stories to some
extent). The Nordic narrative has carried at least some echoes of such
a distant past, but has basically been anchored in the recent era of
social democracy, economic success and peaceful development.
Images of a distant past are especially vague in the case of the Finnish
foundational narratives, although some influences may be traced to the
Kalevala mythology (Finno-Ugric myth) and the stories elevating the
pioneering spirit of Finnish peasants.(63) In sum, a clear difference
exists between the Europeanizing and northernizing discourses on the
North; the northernized North appears to lack a distinct past narrative,
and possesses nothing comparable to the Gothic myths of the
Europeanized North.

What are the spatial dimensions of the narratives employed? It
appears that most of them are political in essence and thus used in
order to define a state or a political nation. The question arises,
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however, as to whether they just had the function of defining a
territorial state or pertained to a much wider North. In this respect, it
seems that there was some discrepancy in the case of the eighteenth-
century discourse. The North – if comprehended in a strict cartographic
sense - was devoid of images of a northern nature; northernness, on
the other hand, defined mostly Sweden but it also vaguely gave shape
to a larger community of peoples sharing a Gothic past. In the
nineteenth century, northernness defined a much larger political
community - that of Scandinavia – although it was simultaneously used
to define nations, individual states and a community of emerging
nation-states. Although elements of the northern rhetoric were also
present in Germany and Britain at this time, it can nonetheless be
argued that the North was not yet altogether clearly delineated as a
political space. In the case of twentieth-century Norden, a distinct
relationship is rather obvious. The emergence of a clearly defined
Nordic grouping necessarily implied a more exclusive conception of
northernness. Whereas the North of the heroic Norsemen was in many
ways a fuzzy and open project, the Nordic variation emerged through
closure. This conception of Norden as an exclusive space has
prevailed until recent years.

How does the post-Cold War rhetoric on the North and northernness
resonate with previous narratives premised on such a marker? It
seems that nordicity and northernness increasingly appear in tandem,
although some distinctions prevail. With the position of both the East
and the West having been to some extent undermined following the
end of the Cold War, northernness has been offered an opportunity to
enhance its position. It neither aspires for a separate existence at
some remote corner of Europe, nor aims at locating itself in a Europe
that is already defined and fixed. Instead the northern marker has
become a vehicle for partaking in a struggle for political space now that
the standing of the two previously dominant coordinates and
cartographic signs has diminished. Northernness aims to conquer
space at the expense of East and West and aspires for the position of
a cardinal marker of Europeanness. As such, it increasingly defines the
meaning and position of a number of other representations, including
the Nordic one.
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This confrontation, however, tends to be rather soft and indirect. This is
because northernness - particularly when purported to be something
essentially European - operates in a rather smooth manner. It has
certainly not achieved the position of a firmly grounded and well
established representation. On the contrary, it is in many ways less
real than Norden. A Europe with northernness as one of its core
constituents remains uncertain, visionary and at best in the making,
although these ‘weaknesses‘ do not seem to play into the hands of
nordicity. Northernness can to some extent lean on its history of having
once competed for centrality, but above all, it purports itself as
something new and exciting. Norden, by contrast, is increasingly
perceived as belonging to a Europe of the past.(64)

Pirjo Jukarainen has confirmed the existence of a broader discourse
underpinning the Northern Dimension. Reviewing the debates in a
Nordic scholarly journal, she concludes that Norden appears to have
fewer and fewer advocates and summarises the discourse with the
claim ‘Norden is Dead - Long Live the Eastwards Faced Euro-
North’.(65) Norden no longer seems to be equipped with the power to
nordicize northernness and use border-drawing as a means of carving
out a distinct place for itself. It thus appears that Norden will ultimately
turn into something of a sub-category of a broader northern
configuration. It may become far less distinct and statist than
previously; indeed, it might have to adapt itself to a (neo)regional
pattern of co-operation. Ideas along these lines have recently been
presented by a group of ‘wise men’ established by the Nordic Council
of Ministers in order to stake out a future for Nordic co-operation.

Conclusion

A comparison between past and present discourses on the North helps
to shed light on the current, often parallel use of the Nordic and the
northern markers and the encounter that follows. If the Nordic marker
has remained largely unaltered until recently, it is increasingly
challenged talk of a Northern Dimension and, more broadly, of a new
northern Europe. The boundaries of the new region are somewhat
diffuse, but that is not the crux of the issue. What the NDI rhetoric
constructs and outlines is a neo-North, a regional construction that is
spatially perhaps even more open and flexible than most of the other
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new post-Cold War regional vehicles. Thus, whereas the Nordic spatial
discourse has been exclusive and to some extent closed, the new
North displays very different qualities.

It seems fairly obvious that the marker of northernness is being
reinterpreted. The aim here is not just one of claiming a linkage to
Europe, but also of turning northernness into one of the cardinal signs
outlining Europeanness at large. The North aspires to a certain
inclusive standing, although without fully abandoning its traditional
peripherality and its ‘real’ self. Such aspirations are clearly embedded
in the Northern Dimension Initiative as well as the more general
discourse on the role of northernness in a European context. The neo-
North coined during recent years expands in a variety of directions,
and does so without explicitly leaning on the ‘otherness’ of the South.
Instead, the North and the South are usually purported as being co-
constitutive. Both are seen as defining their respective mega-regions,
although the encounter is not very explicit as southernness has not
(yet) reached out in the same way as northernness.

In general, one can say that the growing eminence of northernness
does not contribute to any clear constellation premised on a bifurcated
relationship between ‘us’ and ‘them’. What is underway is not a
process in which a configuration based on the North and the South as
its cardinal markers would substitute the one premised on the centrality
of the East and the West. The past is not returning in the sense that
the constellations that were there prior to the Napoleonic wars would
be on their way back. What seems to be there is simply the formation
of a less crystallized and bifurcated constellation, with northernness
adding to the plurality of Europeanness.

A fundamental problem pertaining to the current NDI is that it impacts
upon spatial practices grounded largely in a functional and utilitarian
reasoning and the identity-related aspects remain quite hidden. This is
to say that the region-builders leaning on such a marker tend to appeal
to joint problems such as pollution, crime or health on the one hand,
and on the possibilities of utilising the rich resources of northern Russia
on the other. No narrative has been coined in the context of the NDI
that would aim at reconfiguring the past and linking into earlier
historical experiences. There is nothing like the Hanse of the Baltic
Sea-related discourse or the elevation of the Pomor period when
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imagining a Barents region. Since there is no oviously identity-related
rhetoric present in the discourse on the NDI, people do not feel that the
matter is one of considerable urgency and relevance in relation to who
‘we’ are in the post-Cold War period. The top-down quality of the
initiative further strengthens such impressions.

Moreover, there is no easily recognizable ‘otherness’ present in the
discourse, since it is basically about inclusion and far less about
exclusion. It resonates with broader discourses concerning
globalization and localization and feeds on the need to re-draw the
customary maps. The North has been seen as offering a tempting
vision and providing anchorage for a set of discourses that is gradually
becoming part of concrete spatial practices. Yet a number of linkages
remain rather loose. This also applies to the relation between the North
and the South as well as the relationship between the Nordic and the
northern configuration but goes equally, for example, for the position of
northernness in the Finnish identity project. There are still many that
think of Finland as having finally found its way ‘home’ in being now part
of the western camp, and northernness has not been brought in –
despite the Northern Dimension initiative – as a marker that also
defines Finland’s own position in the new EU-related constellation.

Northernness itself seems to harbor some plurality. There are certainly
different views present as to its meaning and location, and in this
sense northernness forms a forum and platform for different
interpretations that clash and re-construct each other. The vigour that
can to some extent be traced in the recent discourse on northernness
may be explained by the fact that each of the participating states and
nations can employ and project their own images. They may claim, in
the context of the northern marker, that there is certain continuity. The
marker allows them the utilization of their own national narratives and,
in that sense, a nationalization of the North. All essential actors may
upgrade and inject their own story pertaining to some age-old aspects
of Scandinavia, Finland, or Russia, and the same goes for the actors
around the Baltic rim, including Britain. There is, in additional to the
nationally-grounded usages, also a post-national North in the
discourse, although it appears to lack clear temporal and spatial
coordinates. It hence remains a rather vague image if compared to the
nationalized North. Usually the North has been either northernized or
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Europeanized, but in the current discourse both dimensions are
present simultaneously. The relationship is no longer one of either-or.
The North does not remain, in the current discourse, separate from
Europe. It appears that the European marker has been opened up for
influences originally produced in the context of a rather northernized
North, and now the two seem to co-exist without one giving in for the
other. No doubt, the discourse on northernness also includes some
inconsistencies but this state of affairs primarily contributes to
northernness being open to different alternative interpretations.

Thus, the current discussion does not merely consist of one or two
ways of using the North and northernness. There are, in fact, several
interpretations at play. A plurality of concepts is applicable in re-
defining one’s one’s own position in the new Europe. The unifying
element present in all these discourses consists of the claim for a
position based on the equality, or in the some cases perhaps even the
superiority of the North vis-à-vis the South. On the one hand, the
definitions concerning the spatial scene differ significantly not only in a
cartographic sense but also in principle. The same goes for
northernness as an identity narrative. Various mixtures of the northern
narratives seem to coexist. Northernness is clearly in a state of
ferment, and it is difficult to forecast whether a more unified and
comprehensive understanding will see the light of day in the near
future. In any case, previously hegemonic discourses have lost most of
their centrality, and nordicity - in opposition to the North - appears to be
one of the markers that have clearly lost in standing.

Essential relationships are thus on their way to being re-negotiated.
Some previously distinct and firm concepts such as the Nordic one
have turned more uncertain and have to struggle and relate to a
number of at least partly competing departures such as the Baltic,
Barents and Northern narratives. We are clearly in the midst an era of
naming, as new myths and narratives are invented for constructing a
new Europe. ‘It is possible to draw a circle on a map and define this
circle as a new and await the events’ says Sverre Jervell, one of the
‘founding fathers’ of the Barents Euro-Arctic Region.(66) Northernness
seems to be part of exploiting the new openness in furnishing time and
space with meaning. The northern narratives offer an alternative option
in a Europe where the general trend has seemingly been one of
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swapping easterness for westernness. This latter approach raises the
obvious question of whether everyone in Europe can be ‘western’.
Whereas easterness has lost ground and is no longer available for a
positive usage, northernness seems to offer nations the potential for
gaining centrality in the new Europe without prejudicing one’s own
uniqueness.

The contest between the Nordic and the northern is a rather open one
engaging a broad variety of actors and it indicates more clearly than
during stable periods that geography is much more than mere
‘geography’. The latter is not given, but an act of ‘earth writing’ that
contains relations of power and identity. Some avenues are opened up
whereas some remain closed, with northern Europe currently
displaying a rather dynamic and turbulous pattern.
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